
 

 

RESULTS FROM INTEGRATION OF BAL-A-VIS-X INTO CURRICULA OF TWO KINDERGARTEN 
ROOMS DURING THE 2010-11 ACADEMIC YEAR IN WICHITA, KS 

 
 

What Is Bal-A-Vis-X? 
 

Bal-A-Vis-X is an acronym for Balance/Auditory/Vision/eXercises. These exercises, of 
varied complexity, are deeply rooted in rhythm. Most are done with sand-filled bags 
and racquetballs, and all require full-body coordination and focused attention. The 
purpose of the program is to enable the mind-body system to experience the natural 
symmetrical flow of a pendulum, which brings about a state of systemic integration, 
which enables one to see, hear, attend, process, produce--in sum, to function--at 
one’s best. 
 
   

Kindergarten Room #1 
 

One of two all-day K rooms in a K-5 building in Wichita Public Schools, USD 259 
 
Total enrollment: 234   
 
Student ethnicity:  African American: 9 % Hispanic: 43 % 
   white: 35 %  /  other:  13% 
 
Economically disadvantaged: 84 % 
 
Average daily Bal-A-Vis-X time: 20 minutes, spread through day in increments of 2 to 
10 minutes 
 
 

End-Of-Year Test Data 
 
Figures indicate % of students at or above USD 259 Target Scores for spring K students: 
 
       Bal-A-Vis-X Room  non-Bal-A-Vis-X Room 
 
Letter Naming    71 %    35 % 
Letter Sound     76 %    47 % 
Phoneme Segmentation   94 %    76 % 
Nonsense Word    71 %    35 % 
Oral Counting    76 %    59 % 
Number Identification   88 %    59 % 
Quantify Discrimination   82 %    59 % 
Missing Number    82 %    41 % 
 
 



 

 

Teacher’s Narrative Account of the Year 
 
I have been teaching, or otherwise working with, young children for 25 years. I am  
currently certified to teach in the states of Kansas and Oklahoma. For the past six 
years I have taught kindergarten in the Wichita Public Schools, the largest urban 
school district in the state. 
 
My journey into Bal-A-Vis-X (BAVX) began in the summer of 2009 when my principal 
asked if I would be interested in attending a special training offered by Friends 
University here in Wichita. She knew only that this program was supposed to help 
students maintain focus in the classroom. Along with three colleagues, I said I would. 
(In passing, our building’s other kindergarten teacher also wanted to attend but she 
had recently broken her wrist so could not.) 
 
Late in Day One of the three-day training, Bill asked if anyone had, or knew of, a 
student with learning issues who would be willing, during Day Two, to come by for 30 
minutes so Bill and his student Assistant Instructors could assess him for a Learning 
Dominance Profile and work with him a few minutes in order to show attendees a 
Before and After BAVX state of being. I immediately volunteered my daughter Lauren. 
Approaching her junior year, she had struggled mightily all through her student life 
with tracking problems, decoding, spelling, and she was definitely ADHD. 
 
The assessment results were astonishing to both of us. They explained so clearly why 
she had struggled and what could have been done about it so many years ago if only 
we had known. Lauren was furious that her teachers had not known. Bill invited her to 
stay and take the rest of the training. His Assistants, most of whom were her age, 
caught her up with the Day One exercises, such that by mid-afternoon her BAVX skill 
level had already surpassed mine. She was so quick to learn--not only how to do the 
exercises but also how to teach them--Bill suggested she join his Assistant Instructor 
staff that regularly works and travels with him. But, he said, she would need to put in 
a year’s apprenticeship to do so, to learn everything about teaching the exercises. 
Without hesitation she accepted. So for the past 25 months she has taught with him in 
his private studio one evening per week and she now travels across the US and into 
Canada training adults in BAVX. Not only have her grades and attitude toward learning 
changed for the better, her basic demeanor and maturity have bloomed. The second 
semester of her senior year she was hired by the District to create and run a BAVX 
program in my elementary school, working with students and supporting our teachers 
in the use of BAVX. 
 
In the fall of 2010 Bill asked if I would be interested in conducting a study of BAVX in 
my classroom. He said the components of the study were simple and already in place: 
I had taken BAVX training and wanted to use it; the other K teacher, due to her wrist, 
had not taken the training. The two rooms would simply follow the usual curriculum 
but my students would also use BAVX as often as I chose and/or could manage. Our 
building principal was very supportive of the idea. 
 



 

 

My K colleague and I work closely together and have similar teaching styles. We also 
divide our students each fall as equitably as possible. We spend the first three days of 
the new year observing all K students in small groups. Then we split them equally in 
terms of behavior, academic ability, ethnicity, gender, and plain ol’ teacher 
judgment. 
 
About a month into the new year I first introduced my students to the bags. We began 
very simply, passing a single bag from hand to hand. Many required individual help to 
understand--to actually begin to feel--that it was rhythmic activity, not just passing a 
bag back and forth at random intervals. I showed them their midlines, explaining with 
K words the importance of crossing it when passing the bag from right to left. We did 
this first thing each morning for a few minutes. Soon we sat in two facing lines on the 
carpet, passing one bag back and forth to a partner in a rectangular pattern, then in 
an oval pattern (taking the bag behind our backs). Before long we progressed to two 
bags. 
 
The first sign I saw that BAVX was making a difference came in Reading Intervention 
(RI) time, which immediately followed our few minutes of BAVX bag passing. RI is 
designed for skill-specific instruction in small groups. I worked with one group, my 
para worked with another, while the other K teacher and para each had a group in 
their room. Students from both rooms were intermixed. I noticed that, clearly, the 
students from my class were more focused on the tasks at hand, had fewer discipline 
problems, and were progressing through the groups and moving on to more advanced 
skills more quickly than the other K students. 
 
Eventually we began, a few minutes at a time and with to-be-expected struggle, the 
process of bouncing and catching balls. Initially we used a single Maui Sky Ball, about 
4” in diameter (Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Target, some sporting goods stores / $8 apiece or 
so), which we bounced and caught with both hands. (This was done in small groups of 
usually four, certainly not the whole class at once, and many needed individual help 
here and there to be able to control the bounce.) But before long--actually much 
sooner than I anticipated--the whole class could bounce together, ever so slowly 
tuning in to the synchronicity of all balls striking the floor together. Within a month 
we had progressed from four at a time struggling with a Maui ball to all 19 bouncing 
and catching together a single BAVX racquetball. By the new year, ball bouncing with 
partners in regular rectangles and ovals was the norm. Then came individual ball 
exercises. 
 
One boy in particular latched on to BAVX, resulting in huge changes in both his 
behavior and academics. He entered my classroom in the fall, after a full year of 
preschool, able to recognize only seven upper case letters and knowing not one letter 
sound. After nine weeks, during which we were just beginning BAVX, he still knew 
only a smattering of letters and sounds. But by the end of the second nine-week 
period, his attitude, focus, and retention had changed dramatically. He recognized all 
letters, both upper and lower cases, knew all letter sounds, and could read several 
sight words beyond those we covered in class. He was our BAVX leader, both in 



 

 

working with his K peers and in teaching BAVX to third grade Book Buddies who came 
to read with K students one per week. According to Bill, he’s the only K student ever 
to learn the three-ball bounce (by end of year his record was 116 bounces). 
 
This summer, 2011, I again took the BAVX training at Friends University. This fall I will 
begin the program the first week of school--with more confidence and skill--and based 
on experience, with even greater expectations of success for all my new K students. 
 
 
[Note: if you wish to contact this teacher with specific questions or comments, 
email me (bill@bal-a-vis-x.com) and I’ll put you in touch with her.] 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Kindergarten Room #2 
 

One of three all-day K rooms in a preschool-8 building, Catholic Diocese of Wichita 
 
Total enrollment: 736 
 
Student ethnicity:  white:  92 %  non-white:  8 % 
 
Economically disadvantaged:  1.5 % 
 
Average daily Bal-A-Vis-X time: 10-12 minutes, spread through day in increments of 2 
to 5 minutes 
 
                  

End-Of-Year Test Data 
 

Figures show total classroom gains, from pre-test to post-test, on the nationally 
normed Measured Academic Progress (MAP) reading test 

 
Classroom A (no Bal-A-Vis-X): fall percentile:  70 
     spring percentile: 76 
     gain:     6 
 
Classroom B (no Bal-A-Vis-X): fall percentile: 73 
     spring percentile: 80 
     gain:     7 
 
Classroom C (with Bal-A-Vis-X): fall percentile 66 
     spring percentile 85 
     gain:   19 



 

 

Teacher’s Narrative Account of the Year 
 

I was first introduced to Bal-A-Vis-X (BAVX) in 2006 when I was substitute teaching in a 
small private school in Wichita. I watched more than once as a non-staff adult, who 
volunteered her time there, took groups of 8th graders to an empty room where they 
bounced balls in different rhythms to memorize material for tests. I was fascinated. 
 
Fast forward three years when I began teaching kindergarten in my present school. 
Before students ever arrived, as I prepared my room, I discovered tubs of balls and 
bags in a closet. They appeared brand new, as if they had never been used. Later that 
fall, not knowing at all what I was doing, I gave bags and balls to a few of my better 
behaved students, hoping we might discover a kind of rhythm that would “magically” 
help them remember words and numerals, as those 8th graders had remembered 
poems, prepositions, and geography facts. It was chaos, and I quickly returned the 
tubs to a shelf. 
 
During summer 2009 I took my first BAVX training with Bill and his student Assistants. 
Since my daughter Allegra attended the same school (an 8th grader), and since she 
often had her last class period free, she would drop in to help with my K students. I 
told Bill this, by phone, and asked if she might be allowed to take the training with 
me. He agreed. And I must say, she caught on to the exercises much quicker and with 
more grace than I did. So much so, in fact, that Bill offered her an opportunity to 
learn them well enough to possibly travel with him and his Assistant Instructors to 
train other teachers and therapists around the country. She began working in Bill’s 
studio one evening per week. 
 
Meanwhile, I struggled to make BAVX a part of my teaching day. In hindsight now I 
know I expected too much, too fast, and I did not feel confident enough just to go on 
and do it, even if it was ragged around the edges at first. Watching Allegra work with 
the students one-on-one, as she did with Bill’s private students, was very helpful to 
me. I saw that individualizing BAVX was not only more effective for the student, it 
was far easier on me. Slowly through the year I was able to allow my students to use 
bags and balls in 2’s, 4’s, 8’s--until eventually the whole class could do bag partner 
rectangles at the same time, not only without hassle but with real benefit to them. I 
did not, however, keep any pre- or post- data. 
 
Then in summer 2010 Bill proposed I do a real BAVX study with my students. He said 
all I needed to do was to follow the regular Diocese curriculum with the addition of a 
few minutes of BAVX here and there, as I saw fit, then compare the fall MAP scores 
with the spring MAP scores for all three rooms. And that’s what I did. Each student 
kept bags in their table baskets so we could use them for 2-3 minutes during activity 
transitions in the room. As well, individual students would bounce-catch-clap a single 
racquetball to learn sight words that were displayed on our Bounce Wall. And all of 
them knew, if they goofed around with either balls or bags, they had to sit out, and 
no one ever wanted that to happen. The academic gains I was certain they were 
making during the year, just by observing, were proven by the end-of-year scores.  



 

 

 
Not only did the bouncing of balls and bags help them with phonics and sight words, 
and not only did the rhythms calm them, something else took place, especially due to 
the partner exercises. They became good friends. BAVXV taught the children to work 
together, to be teammates, to help each other with everything. 
 
This summer I took the training again. BAVX will be even better for my students this 
year. 
 
[Note: if you wish to contact this teacher with specific questions or comments, 
email me (bill@bal-a-vis-x.com) and I’ll put you in touch with her.]  
 
       

 
 

 
       
 
 
            
 
    


